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ZimVon Zeam

Human Male

Caravan Leader

Personality. Zimis an experienced and 
toughened trader, always looking for the 
next opportunity. His expertise is running 
caravans.

Ideal:Commerce. The trade must flow.

Bond:I am a man of my word and care for 
those who work for me.

Flaw:I’ll buy from anyone and sell to 
anyone.

Liana Tuffletackle

Halfling Female

Lords Alliance (Melvaunt)

Personality. Liana is part of a minor noble 
family in Waterdeepand a low ranked 
Lords Alliance member.  She wasn’t thrilled 
to be sent to the backwater town of 
Melvaunt, but has decided to make the best 
of it by improving trade and looking out for 
Lords Alliance interests.

Ideal:Responsibility. It is my duty to respect 
the authority of those above me, just as those 
below me must respect mine. 

Bond:I will face any challenge to win the 
approval of my family.

Flaw:I put on a brave face, but am actually 
quite afraid of violent conflict and getting 
hurt.



Kayleth Tor’Erhyl
(kay-leth tor-ay-hill)

Sword Dancer

Meriele Tor’Erhyl
(merry-elle tor-ay-hill)

Matron of House Tor’Erhyl

Matron MerieleTor’Erhyl

(Merry-elle-tor-ay-hill)

DrowFemale, Matron of House Tor’Erhyl

Personality.MerieleTor’Erhyllooks youthful 
(early 20s in human terms) but is over 200 
years old. Typically, she smiles brightly and 
speaks excitedly. Her mannerisms mask a 
cunning and calculating mind and though the 
deception is not entirely malicious, neither is 
it incidental.

Ideal:Change. We must help bring to life 
Eilistraee’svision for our people.

Bond:I fight for those who cannot fight for 
themselves.

Flaw:Responsibility weighs heavily upon me 
and avoid forming deep bonds because of it.

KaylethTor’Erhyl

(Kay-leth-tor-ay-hill) –DrowFemale

Sword Dancer of Eilistraee

Personality. Kaylethis a high-ranking 
member of the House Tor’Erhyl.  
Extremely independent, Kaylethwas 
chosen as the one to make contact with the 
surface to prevent the most recent slave-
taking raid. While graceful and acrobatic 
in combat, Kaylethis often direct and 
serious when she speaks.

Ideal:Freedom. Chains are meant to be 
broken, as are those who would forge them.

Bond:I fight for those who cannot fight for 
themselves.

Flaw:Once I pick a goal, I become obsessed 
with it to the detriment of everything else in 
my life.


